Introduction to the Sarah Burden stories

by Albion


These stories are based around a fictitious character by the name of Sarah Burden, but in fact are based on a real person. There is a woman I know of in the UK who has much the same thoughts and interests as the imaginary Sarah Burden would have.

Those thoughts are about being used –– sometimes forcibly ––and  the interests revolve around sexual acts with minors.

The real version is an intelligent, thoughtful and attractive women who cares for her family and friends, but be clear: she is a person who has never brought herself to do many of the things here (though she does have great imagination, an active mature sex life and enjoys bondage). Everything she has enjoyed may be fun with adults but she has never done anything illegal or reprehensible.

While very mindful of the need to protect children in real life she also has, as many people do, quite different and involved fantasies. 

These stories were written for her to enjoy so she could project herself into a fantasy world where young boys and girls take control and use her (and even other adults) for sex and fun. Needless to say, these stories –– though based on a real person’s fantasies –– have no basis in reality. Neither the author Albion or the model for Ms Burden would ever do any of the inappropriate things detailed here. Oh, yes, and she gave permission for these to be published.

Remember: these tales are written solely for the entertainment of mature and responsible adults. If you shouldn’t be reading this, or are disturbed by ideas of child/adult sexual relations, bondage and humiliation then go away.

I write in what some amusingly call International English, so glamor is glamour and so on. Garters are known in the UK as suspenders, diapers as nappies and an ass is a donkey, as opposed to the proper Anglo-Saxon arse. The tales may be a work in progress, and expanded or altered.

One last comment: story codes bore me, so the ones you find on individual stories will be minimal. But to get this out of the way, these stories variously contain: 

F /f/ M/ m /g/ b/ bondage/ SM/ bdsm/ water sports/ humil/ flashing/ lesbian/ hetero sex

You will just have to read the stories to see if there is a little of something you like. Enjoy.

All stories are copyright of the author and may not be reproduced anywhere without permission. Not I imagine that will stop anyone. Just don’t edit or claim them as your work.
